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ABSTRACT
This study invё stigated thc motivations of America's best professional

competition■ock climber,Vadiln Vinokur. Previous rcsearch has indicated that
motivating factors fbr thc rccreational rock clilnber include a desire fOr sensation seeking

(i.e.,tO engage in activitics that produce complex sensations and cxpe五 cnces),aCquisition
and mastcry of skill,a forllm for creat市 ity,e可 Oyment Ofthe outdoors,reё 9gnition from

peers,a chancё to engage in and thrive in challenging situations,cOntrol(i.e.,control
over decision making,rё actibns,and pcrsonal space),and an escape from daily life.The
literaturc,however,is currently void ofrnotivational data for the professional cOmpetition
rock climber.

A qualitative phenomcnological rcscarch dcsign was followcd t0 0btain raw data
from in― depth,senli― structured inteⅣ iews wlth Vadim Vinokllr and his climbing
partnё r/manager,and from competitionjollmals kept during the 2003 World Cup seasont

lnductive content analyses generated 79 1neaning units which were categorized int0 30

lower̲Order themes. The lower― orderthemes were hrther categorized and combincd to
produce a total of 13 higher― order themes.The numbcr ofhigher― Order themes tOtaled 6
for the interview Ⅵ■
th Vadinl Vinokur,3 for his climbing partner/manager,and 4

fol10宙 ng analysis ofVadim VinOkur's competitionjourlllal.A total ofthree exhaustivc
higher― orderthemes

emerged a■ er compaing and contrasting higher― order themes across

each ofthe thrce data sources. The results indicate that Vadim VinOkur's rnotivatiOn to

｀

compete in the sport ofrock climbing stcms i101n three sollrces:
1.Vadim Vinokur was motivated to master the skili set required for competttion
rock climbingo lncluded in that skill set were physical,mental,and pЮ

blem

solving skills. Vadiln was lnotivated by the pllrsuit ofperfection. He was alsO

motivated by completing a challenge. In additiOn,rock climbing al10wed Vadim
a forum to physically work hard,which gavc him a sensc ofsuccess.Fin41y,
Vadim was lnotivated by the beliefthat hO had talentin the sport ofrock climbing
and thus,should continue to inake an active effort to be a competition climber.
2. Vadiln Vinokur was lnotivated by being a part Ofthe society ofelite professiOnal

rock climbers.This society was whcre the participant cOuld wOrk and collnect
vath others likc himself ln addition,the respcct and adnliration OfOthers were

motivating factors.Vadim was also motivatcd by his ability to comect and
colrununicate with name and thc ёutdoors.
3. Vadinl Vinokllr was motivated by the questtO getto the top ofbOth the climb in
front ofhilln and the world cup competitions.Included in the IInotivation of

accomplishing his climbs was thc process of̀̀flnding his way"and the challenge
offlguring out what the route settcr wanted ionl hiln.
This study was the flrst investigation of a professional competition rock climbcr's

motiVationo As such,it is expanding the existing knowledge about motivations ofrock
climbers as a whole.In addition,this stud,pro宙 ded e宙 dence ofimportant similarities
and differences between the motivations ofprofessional rock cliinbers and recreational

rock climbers. Finally,the infonnation presented can be used by coaches,athletes,and
sport psychologists to better understand tht inotivations ofprofessional competition rock
climbers and,therefore,aid in the counseling ofthese athletes.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION"
"Warning: Climbing is a sport where you may be seriously injured or die" (Hdrst,
1997, p.vi). This is a disclaimer found in any rock climbing gym or in any rock climbing

book. Regardless, hundreds of thousands of people rock climb each year (Feher, Meyers,

& Skelly, 1998). According to Goddard

and Neumann (1993), to be a sucbessful rock

climber one must address each of the following six factors:

l.

Physical Fitness-Strength, endurance, flexibility,

2.

External Conditions-Rock type, protection, equipment,

3.

Coordination and Technique-Coordinated abilities, technical skills,

4.

Psychological Aspects-Arousal, fear, concentration, motivation,

5.

Background Conditions-Talent, health, access to cliffs, time available, and

6.

Tactical Aspects-Experience, knowledge, intellectual approach.

It is uncommon to discover an individual with strength in, or the ability to master,
all of the above aspects. Therefore, success at the elite level of climbing and over a lorig
period of time is extremelry rare.In the United States, for example, there is only one rock
climber who has been able to maintain success as a professional competition rock climber
over the last 10 years. That climber is Vadim Vinokur.

Rock climbing is unique because climbers are risking their lives each time they
participate in this complex, difficult sport. The following quote is evidence of the
contrasting elements impacting a successful high level iock climber: "Climbing is a sport

of complexity and contrasts. Using strength tempered by technique, trying to ensure
safety in an environment of potential danger, and balancing precariously between anxiety

2
and determination, the climber finds pathways through the impossible" (Goddard

Neumann, 1993,p.

&

L2);,

Professional competition climbers must also deal with the pressure to complete

hislher climb in one attempt, perform well in order to make enough money to support
himselflherself, and perform in front of thousands of spectators. Rock climbing has
extreme pressures, numerous variables potentially preventing success, the possibility

of

sustaining a debilitating injury or death, and a lack of rewards that would typically
accompany other professional athletic endeavors. As a result, the question arises: Why
does the professional competition rock climber climb? This question has yet to be

investigated. One reason for the absence of this research may be the lack of available

professional competition rock climbers. Although the number of professional climbers

world wide is growing, in the United States only Vadim Vinokur has been.consistently
competing at an elite professional level in International World Cup events for the past 10
years. Vadim is the subject of this examination.

By contrast, what motivates recreational and non-competition rock climbers has
been studied. Several explanations have been posited for why these groupS rock climb.
Some authors postulate that rock climbers have a need to seek sensation (Feher, Meyers,

& skelly, I 998; Freixanet,

1

99 I ; Horv ath

&

Zuckerman

,

1993; Mangni, Rupolo, Simini,

De Leo, & Rampazzo, 1985; Robinson, 1985; Zuckerman, 1982). studies supporting a
need to seek sensation are based on quantitative analyses using the Zuckerman Sensation

Seeking Scale (Zuckerman,1982). Sensation seekers are defined as those who have "the
need for varied, novel, and complex sensations and experiences and the willingness to

take physic4l and social risks for the sake of such experiences" (Zuckerm an, 1982, p.

285). Research conducted using this scale categorizes groups of individuals as
1) serisation seekers, or 2) non-sensation seekers, andposits that sensation seeking

individuals eirgage in sensation seeking activities to experience new and novel seiisations.
Other researchers have asserted that rock climbers engage in rock climbing

-

because

it gives them a sense of control, choice, and competence that their current

occupation or normal daily life dbes not provide (Iso'Ahol4

Kiewa, 2001; Lyng, 1990; Mclntyre,

l99l;

ta Verde, &'Graefe, 1988;

Slanger & Rudestam,1997). Still at least one

other researcher, rather than searching for specific personality traits, has focused on the
rationale and motivation of rock climbers as reported by the rock climbers themselves

(Mclntyre, 1991). Finally, investigating the need for control and the activity of

edgework,

defined as an engagement in challenging activities where death or debilitating injury

will

be the result of failure, has led some researchers to examine the prominence of these

factors in the motivation of rock climbers (Kiewa, 2001; Lyng, 1990). Collectively,
investigations into the motivation to engage in rock climbing has used either
questionnaires or quantitative methods (Iso-Ahola et al., 1988; Mclntyre, 1991), or by
using interviews and qualitative methodologies (Kiewa 200I; Slanger & Rudestam,

te97).
To date, researchers have primarily focused on recreational rock climbers. The
term "recreational" refers to rock climbers who rock climb as a hobby, not as their

primary source of income.
The professional competition rock climber has not been previously studied. This
is an area that warrants examination as the number of national and international
participants at this level is growing. With the increase in popularity of extreme sports, a

'

career as a professional'rock climber has become more viable. Piofessional rock climbers
earn their

living by competing in lead climbing and bouldering competitions. In both

coinpetitions, prize money is earned for high placement in the competition. M6ney is also
made through sponsorship by equipment and clothing manufactures. Additionally,

professional rock climbers can earn money by making and selling movies of their
accomplishments in the international rock climbing community.

In studying the professional rock climber, it is important to investigate the
motivation of the p'rofessional competition rock climber. Although there have been no
formal investigations of,professional competition rock climbers, the journal

*riting,

Uy

"one of the greatest rock climbers ever [Chris Sharma]'; (Thesenga, 2OO3,p. 49) have
been published in Climbing Magazine. The journals of Chris Sharma seem to'indicate

that the professional climber may engage in rock climbing for intrinsic factors such as a

love for the outdoors, a desire to be challenged, a need to enhance mastery, a chance to be
creative, and a sense of purpose. Still, more information is needed to better understand
the professional rock climber.

Purpose
The purpose of this study was to investigate the motivation of America's finest
and most consistent professional competition rock climber,

.

viaim vinokur.

Scope of the Study

At the time of this writing, Vadim VinokL, the participant of this study (g:l j was
the most consistent high level professional competition rock climbbr from the United
States (Rothschild,2002). He had been competing professionally since 1993 and was

5

ranked as the number one competition climber in the United States; in addition he was

ranked l3th in the world. Rock climbing was his primary source of income.
Benefits
The present study is beneficial to the participant, sport psychology consultants,

rock climbing cciaches, as well as recreational rock climbers. By gaining an
understanding of his own motivations, the participant is better able to understand his

efficacy and need for competition climbing. For sport psychology consultants, this

information is useful for working with rock climbers and other athletes who confront
death as a part of their chosen sport. The results can help sport psychology consultants
and coaches become increasingly empathic to the needs and motives of the rock climbing

athlete.

This research also provides a unique perspective for the rock climbing
community, which is dominated by amateur and recreational athletes. The results provide
a greater understanding of how one of the top professionals views and approaches the

sport of rock climbing. In the end, rock climbing coaches should be able to use the

information gained for better understanding of and communication with the climbers they
coach.

Finally, use of

a

qualitative phenomenological case study approach allowed for a

unique perspective'into the perceptions of one of the world's finest professional climbers.
Such an approach should promote further research using similar methodologies across
gender and sport, especially in thosb,sports where death and severe injury is a possible

outcome of failure.

Delimitations
The following delimitations were noted:

l.

Only I male professional rock climber from the east coast of the United States
was interviewed.

2.

The professional athlete interviewed was in the sport of rock climbing.

Limitations
The following limitations were noted:

1.

The results are limited to the truthfulness of the participant's responses to the

interview questions.

2.

The results are limited to this specific rock climber.

3.

The results are limited to the qualitative phenomenological methodologies
used in this

study.

4
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1. Belaycr― the person who takes up the safety rope as a climber climbs to prevent
the clilnber ttom hitting the ground dllring a fall.

2. Bouldering― rock climbing that occurs below 25 feet and is often very technical
γld intense.A fall while bouldering will typically not result in death or iverc

lnJury.
3。

.

Colllunon Theme― a description ofan Omerging corllmon motivating factor fbr the
participant。

4.Edgework― the phenOmenOn ofengaLing in a challengc where failllre will result in
death or a debilitating ttury and there is a clearly obseⅣ

able threatto one's

physical or mental well― bcing(Lyng,1990)。

5.Elitc Levcl Rccreational Rock Climber― a clinlbOr who can consistently and
・ successilly a9cOmplish climbing above the grade of5.10(sCC SCale deinitions
on p.10)。

￨

6.Extrinsic Motivation‐ particlpation in sport for extemal rew帥 os,Such as money,
prestige or power.The extemal rewards will usually be social or mate五

al(Duda

&Treasure,2001)。
7. First Ascent― completing a climb and being the flrst person in the world to

complete that climb fronl bottom to top without falling or using ald.The ascent
must be done as a lead cliinb(see defmition oflcad climbing on p.8)。
8. Flash¨ abuccessill flrst tiine attempt ofa climb in which technical info.11latiOn

was provided.

9.

Flow- a state in which people are so involved in an activity that nothing else
enters their consciousness; this is the basis of intrinsically motivated experiences

or self-rewarding activities (Csikszemihalyi, 1990).

10. tntrinsic Motivation- participation in sport for the love of the sport and for the
love of participation (Duda & Treasure, 2001).

11. Lead Climbing- when the climber is not top roping (see top roping definition
p.9). The safety rope is attached to a belayer and then to the climber. In lead

climbing, the anchoring equipment is placed along the climb by the climber
he/she ascends the climb. As the climber climbs he/she

as

will place the rope

through these safety devices. A fall can be arrested within 5 to 30 feet.

12. Motivation- that which moves the athlete to participate in'the athlete's sport of
choice. Motivation can be any factor cited as a reason to participate or as a
purpose for sport participation.

13. Novice Level Rock Climber-a climber who cannot consistently and successfully
accomplish climbing over the grade of 5.8 (see scale definitions on p. 10).

14. Onsite- when the climber has never seen, attempted to climb, or received
information about a previously established climb before he or she attempts the

climb. The climber must redpoint the climb on his/her first attempt for the climb
to be classified as an onsite (see redpoint definition on p. 9).

15. Phenomenology- The study of "lived experience" (Van Manen, 1990).
16. Professional rock climber- a climber who enters climbing competitions to earn
money. Payment fromcompetitions and endorsements is the primary source

'

income for that climber.

of

￨‐

17. Qualitative Research- research involving an attempt to describe or interpret some
human phehomenon, often using the words of the selected individuals (Patton;
1e87).

18. Redpoint- when

a

climber starts at the bottom of a climb and completes the climb

without falling and without aid.
19. Rigor- deals with one's development, adherence, and accuracy in identiSing the
problem; designing the research, and analyzingthq data. This requires objectivity

"

and conciseness on the part

20. Rock Climber-

ofthe researchei (Shelley, Iggg).

an athlete who climbs a rock face or

wall. The re'sult of a fall

without safety equipment (ropes, hafness, securing devices) could result in death
or severe injury.

21. Significant

Statements- a response by the subject that pertains directly to the

reseaich questions and phenomena being studied (Shelley, 1999).

22.

State

Anxieff- refers to an individual's anxiety at a particular moment in time

(Landers & Arent, 2001).

23. Truit Anxiety-

a general predisposition to respond across many situations

with

high levels of anxiety (Landers & Arent,200l).

24.'Top roping- the climbing rope is attached to a belayer and then is brought to the
top of the climb. At the top of the climb there are anchoring devices. The
climbing rope feeds through this safety equipment and then down to the climber.
Top roping is a very safe method of climbiiig where a fall can be arrested within
to 3 feet by the belayer and safety equipment

1
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25. Trustworthiness- the degree to which the participant's

responses to the interview

questions are determined to be believable.

26. Yosemite Scale-This scale is used as an index of difficulty for rock climbs. The
scale ranges from 5.0, which is the easiest level, and then increases by decimals to

the most extreme level of 5. 1 5a. There have been only two successful climbs at
the level of 5.15a. At 5.10 the climbs aie further classified as a, b, c, or d climbs.
For example, a climb rated a 5.1Ic is harder than a 5.1lb, but not as difficult as a

5.1ld. At 5.0 climbing requires safety equipment to prevent death in the case of
fall. A ladder going straight up

a

rock face could be considered a 5.0 climb.

a

CHAPTER 2
uVIEW OF LITERATUu
Research on rock climbers has progressed to a point where there exists a clearer

understanding o.f the motivations of recreational rock climbers. To gain a better
comprehension of this research,'a historical analysis is helpful. Recreational rock

climbers have generally been studied by way of quantitative methodologies, specifically
schles and surveys (Feher, Meyers,

& Skelly, 1998; Freixanet, 1991;Horvath &

Zuckerman,1993; Mangni, Rupolo, Simini, De Leo, & Rampazzo,1985; Robinson,
1985; Zuckerman,1982).In addition, reSearchers have also investigated the motivations

of recreational rock climbers through various qualitative methodologies (Iso-Ahola, La
Verde, &Graefe,l988;

'

1997). However,

Kiewa,2}Ol;Lyng,l99};Mclntyre, l99l;slanger& Rudestam,

little is known about the motivations of professional competition rock

climbers.
The Sensation Seeking Siale

and

Rock Climbing:

Initial Investigations

Zuckerman (1982) described sensation seeking individuals as those who have "the
need for varied, novel, and complex sensations and experiences and the willingness to

take physical and social risks for the sake of such experiences" (Zuckerm an, 1982, p.
285). As mentioned, rock climbing is dn inherently dangerdus sport. As a result, studies
have focused on recreational rock climbers from the sensation seeking perspective

(Feher, Meyers,

& Skelly, 1998; Freixanet, l99l;Horvath & Ztckerman, 1993;Mangni,

Rupolo, Simini, De Leo, &Ptampazzo, 1985; Robinson, 1985; Zuckerman, 1982). In
order to examine whether or not rock climbers are sensation seekers, researchers have
used the Zuckerman Sensation Seeking Scale (SSS) (Zuckerm

an,l979).The use of this

12
tool iarked some ofthe frst attempts by rcscarchers to llndcrstand the mof市

atibis of

rock climbers.

The SSS is comprised offour components:The flrst cOmponent is Thrill and
Adventure Seeking(TAS).An item in the TAS section ofthc scale may read,「

I

somctimcゞ like to do things that are a little frightening''(zucke111lan,1979).scOring high
onthis componentindicates thatthe individual has a desirc to engage in risky and
adventurous activities that provide a unique and unusual sensation.The second

componentis Experience Sccking(ES)。 An indiVidual whO scOrcs high in this category
vAll llkely seek stilnulation through the rnind and senses.This individual will typically

seek out music,travel,art,and cven psychedelic drugs.The third componentis
Disinhibition(Dis)。 An indi宙 dual who scorcs high on thiS category might engagc in

hcavy drinking,partying,and galnblingo The fourth component is Boredom Susceptibility
(BS)。 An individЧ ll who scores high on this component willtend tO have an averslon to
repё titiVe expe五 encё ,and willlikely become rcstless and bored when a repetitive

experience is unavoidable.Thc cumulativc score Ofthc individual indicates the levcl of
his or hcr sensation seeking need.The higher the score,the more sensation secking the

individual will be.For example,Hり mbaugh and Garrent(1974)adminiStered the SSS to
2.l Sky―

diVers and 21 11on― sky… divers.Results hdictted thtt the sky― divers

had much

higher cllmulttive SSS scoК s● an ddthe nOn― sky― diverso The higher scores ofthe sky―
divers led researchers to catego五 ze sky― divers as sensation seekers.Thus,according to

the SSS,one factOr contributing to the mot市 ation ёfsky― d市 ers is a need for complex
sensations and expe五 ences thatthey may be able to achieve through sky diving.

｀
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Robinson (1985) subsequently investigated elite level recreational rock climbers

to establish if they could be categorized as sensation seekers. By using the SSS, Robinson
attempted to determine whether or not those who participated in rock climbing were more

likely to seek out novel experiences and sensations than those who did not engage in rock
climbing. Robinson investigated 30 male subjects with

a mean age

of 27.26 years who

could consistently climb at a level of 5.8 on the Yosemite grading scale. The participants
in this study were administered three inventories; the Sensation Seeking Scale

(Zuckerman,l979),the Trait Anxiety Inventory (Speilberger, Gorsuch, & Lushene,
1970), zrnd the Sports Behavior Scale (Howe, 1977).-Analysis of the data revealed that in
the TAS and ES categories, (i.e., on the SSS), the rock climbers scored significanlly

higher in comparison to normative data for American undergraduate males.
Consequently, the mean scores on the SSS were higher for rock climbers (Iv[:24.31) than
the normative male data

(M: 2I.20), meaning rock climbers were more likely to seek

sensation and novel experiences. Hence, this research helped explain why rock climbers
are motivated to participate in a life threatening sport.

Interestingly, Robinson (1985) also found that rock climbers had low trait anxiety.
That is, they reported modest anxiety in daily life, as well as when they were rock

climbing. This attribute has been posited as a potential reason why elite level rock
climbers maintain a high level of periorman'Ce in stressful situations. Robinson (1985)
defined the act of rock climbing as a highly stressful situation.
Rock climbers' low trait anxiety was confirmed by Feher et al. (1998) in a study

of the state and trait"attributes of rock climbers. Feher et al. (1998) found that rock
climbers

(n:57), when tested

using the Profile of Mood States (POMS) had lower levels

14
oftension,depression,confusion,and total mood disturbanccs when compared tO athletes
in the sports Ofrugby,football,and rodeo.In othcr"ords,rock climbcrs tended nottO
a1low negative cmotional statcs to attct then■

as much as other athlctes;they tcnded to

bè̀cooler'under pressure.
Freixanet(1991)uSCd the SSS scalc to test athletcs who engaged in high physical
risk acti宙 tics.Freixanet tested 27 alpinists whO participatcd in climbs Over 8000m,72

mountaineering… related sportsmen(mountain climbers and alpine skiers),221 other

sportsmen(SCuba d市 ers,water skiers,parachuters,power― boat racers,white― watёr
canoers,aviator■ motor spo■ s racers and balloonists),and 54 sutteCtS nOt engagcd in any
risky activity.The participants wcre administered the SSS by mail.Rcsults indictted that
those athletes engaging in high physical risk act市

words,alpinists and mountamee五

ng― related

ities scored higher on the SSS.In otller

sportsmen such as rock climbers,according

to the SSS,could be catego五 zcd as sensation scekers.Freixanet also dete...lined that
sensation seekcrs were likcly to be extraverted,emotionally stable,conform to social
no■ 11ls,and

seek thrill and experiences through socialized ineans.

Another important flnding in the literature indicates that sensation seekers often

take五 sks in order to receive a rewardo Research has shown that one such reward is the
novelty ofthe expe五 ence itself(Heynan&Rose,1980).The abOve investigations
indicated thatrock climbers have a need to seek the novcl and uniquc experiences and
sensations gaincd in rock climbing:As a result,these experiences and sensations lnay be
categorized as motivating factors iduencing their participation in rock climbing。
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Slanger and Rudestaln′ (1997)inveStigated thc roles ofsensation secking and sclf―
efflcacy in explttning high physical五 sk●king behavior.These authOrs admlnistcred the

SSS,the Tcmplcr's Death Anxiety Scale,the B】 μne RcpressiOn― Sensitization Scalc,and
the Sheerer Generalized Self― Efflcacy Scale to

Юck climbers Q〒 5)who did nOt use

safety equipment(thus a fall would result in death),aS Well as to other Hsk taking(n=15)
and non― risk taking athletes色 =20)。

りoWever,the

authors detellllined that thc SSS did

not answer qtestions ofrelevance.For example,they stated,̀̀An attempt to usc this scale
cOntaining such items to identitt mOtiVation ofthc particlpants in these very activities is

tautological''(Slanger&Rudestaln,1997,p.369)t SpCCiflcally,these authors questiOned
the validity ofthe SSS becausc thc scale assesses physically challenging activities rather

than五 sk taking activities.As a result,these authors have concluded,

Thc only statement

we can make ofa high TAS score for athletesinvolved in high― 五sk activities is that they
are willing to do the sorts ofthings they are doing''(Slanger&Rudestam,1997,p.368).
Slangcr and Rudestam(1997)also dete.11lined that trained athletes as a whole t
scored higher than the general population on the SSS because ofthe types ofquestions
asked in the TAS section ofthe scale and,thOrefore,could be catego五

zed as sensation

SeeКers.These sallne authors follnd thtt high― Hsk activity athletes scored higher on the

scales Ofsensation seeking,extraversion,and socialization than non― high― risk activity
athletes.However,it was also follnd that hitth‐ risk taking athlctes did not scOre

sigmicantly higher than non― high̲五 sk taking athletes on a scale measuring llnpulsi宙
Slanger and Rudestam concluded,̀̀There appears to be little,ifany,relationship bebⅣ

ty.

een
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sensation seeking ttd the choice ofan activity cⅢ ing a high degree ofrisk"(Slanger&

Rudcstam,1997,p.371).
Slallger and Rudestam(1997)cOhcluded that self― eJttcacy was a primary factor
responsibleゎ

r dctC・

1・

■
ining whether or not an athlete engages in a physically risky

activity.According to l力 Lse researchers,ifathletes have l五 gh sclf̲efflcacy they inay not
view the activities they are engaged in as五
nё gat市 e

skyo Self― efflcacy thus fOsters a repression of

thoughts a1lowing athletes to take evett more risks candllr■ 1977).Instead,

athletes likely sec such五 sky activities as challenging and consequently more rewarding.

As a result,Slanger and Rudestam(1997)detell・ lined that challenge and achicvement
were llnportant factors in the rnotivation ofthe high physical―

五sk athlete.Thcsc authors

indicated that inany participants in their study cited thc thrill ofaccomplishing a

challenging task as a rnotivating factor.h addition,thc participants citcd acquisition and
nlastery ofskill as motivating factors.For example,̀̀85%ofthe participants in the higher
risk groups(rock Climbers who climb wlthout safety cquipmcno identiflcd a desire for

mastery''(Slanger&Rudestarn 1997,p.366)as an important element impacting
motivation.These authors concluded,

VVhen asked speciflcally,all but three inembers of

the high risk group Q=20)acknOWledged that desire for mastery was a motivating factOr''

(Slanger&Rudestaln 1997,p.366)。
Finally,these salne authors reported that rnany ofthe investigated rock climbers
e■ Oyed the simple and■ owlng movement oftheir bodies overthe rocko These rock

climbers desc五 bed this lnovementto bè̀like an art''and̀̀aesthetically beauti」

飩11"

(Slanger&Rudestam,1997,p.366)。 Accordingly,rock climbers likely climbed because

.

t7
they seek rewards from challenge which
as

will

enhance their sense of

skill mastery,

as

well

provide an opportunity to engage in a fluid dance-like motion.
Why Climbers Climb

Mclntyre (1991) investigated Australian recreational rock climbers ranging.in
ability from novice to elite. Mclntyre endeavored to answer the question: Why do people
rock climb? Rock climbers (g:148) were administered a questionnaire, developed by the
author, at 3 different climbing sites in Australia: Kangaroo Point Cliffs, Frog Buttress,
and Mt. Arapiles. Analysis of the results revealed six factors impacting why people rock

climb. The six factors were: l) Physical Setting, 2) Problem Solving, 3) Competence, 4)
Recognition, 5) Escape, and 6) Leadership.

'

The first factor, "physical setting", was described as the rock climber's enjoyment

of the outdoor natural settings, wilderness, and being close to nature. "Problem solving"
and "competence" were also important reasons the climbers climbed. "Problem solving"

was described as using the mind, making important decisions, and being creative.

"Competence" was described as developing skills, accomplishing tasks, and experiencing
excitement. "Recognition" was influenced'by peer adulation given to the climber as a
reSult of the diffrculty of the climb and the perceived skill and finesse with which the

climb was accomplished. "Escape", was defined as a desire to relieve stress and let the
mind slow down. Finally, "leadership" was defined as the ability to take control of a
situation and the desire to help others. Mclntyre (1991) summarized his results in the

following quote:
'Why do people rock climb?' is answered by the observation that they
climb mainly for the attraction of being in nahiral surroundings and to
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experience situations which allow for the exercise of skills, both physical
and mental, resulting in feelings of accomplishment and excitemeht"

(Mclntyre,

199

1,p.36).
Edgework and Locus of Control

Lyng (1990) defined "edgework"

as the phenomenon

of engaging in a challenge

where failure might result in death or debilitating injury, and where there is a clear and
observable threat to one's physical or mental well-being. The concept is borrowed from

journalist Hunter S. Thompson (1971), whose experimentation in drugs and alcohdl was
'an example of edgewoik.

It is a reference to the participant's willingness to get close to

the edge of death. Lyng (1990) argued that escaping into an abnormal world, where there
can be personal control, is often motivating for people who participate in edgework

activities. In many ways, rock climbing can be considergd an edgework'activity (Lyng,
1990). Based on observation, interviews, and analysis of prior dat4 Lyng wrote that by

engaging in edgework, participants gain feelings of "self-realization, self-actualization,
and self-determination" (Lyng, 1990; p.860). The exercising of

skill in the face of a

difficult and life threatening challenge, resulting in a heightened

sense of self and a

feeling of omnipotence, is the likely rationale for engagement in edgework activitieb.

Lyng (1990) wrote that the edgeworker is creative and spontaneous by nature.
This creates conflict, as the edgeworker's daily life is often anathema to spontaneity. The
edgeworker often feels trapped and controlled by the daily routine of his or hbr life. In,

addition, Lyng (1990) wrote that edgeworkers believe there is a direct link between
survival capacities and survival outcomes. In other words, edgeworkers believe that

if
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dcath occurs it rnore than likely could have bccn aヤ

Oided had the propcr Skill and/or

preparatiOn been applied.
In the case ofthe rock climbcr,climbing allows the participant a forum where
success can be dete.11.ined by individual skill and choice.In order to bc successilin rock
climbing one needs to care■ 11ly plan,be purposive in action,flexible,and incredibly
focusedo ln order to incorporatc a1l ofthese aspects into one act市

ity,there must be a

fo...lidable test.The challenge,in the case ofthe edgeworktt is to engage in a testthat
could result in death or debilitating ittury ifhe/she fails to successilly navigate that
act市 ity.

Lyng(1990)reported that a coIImon feature for cdgeworkers is that they tend to
feel denied the opportumty in everyday lifc to be creative,skillill,and make ddcisions of
consequence.As stated earlier,this is the foremost mot市

ating force,as edgework itself

o■ en promotes feelings ofomnipotence,self― dete.11.ination,hypereality,and● r

ineffability.For those engaged in edgework,the closer to the edgc,the more the

mastery''that is gained(Lyng,1990).As the situation bccomes more pe五

sense of

lous,and as the

edgeworker emerges from that situation unscathed,the greater tht feeling ofrnastery that

is achievedo Lyng(1990)Stated,̀̀The same SOCiety that offers so much in the way of
material̀quality oflifc'also propels many ofus to the limits ofour mor搬
search ofollrselves and ollr hllmanity'7(Lyng,1990,p.883)。

l existence in

■ is thiS Search that may

motivate thc rock climber。

Lyng's(1990)hypOthesis is supported by Kiewa(2001),WhO inteⅣ iewed 31
Australian rccreational rock climbers varying in ability from no宙 ce to eliteo She found
that rock climbers engaged in rock climbing in order 10 gain cOntЮ l and success in
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stressful situations. Climbers liked to perform while "fearfi.tl", which gave them a sense

of competence, which in turn led to feelings of exhilaration and control. The climbers
described wanting tb be associated with the qualities of decisiveness, competence, anil
independence, which would lead to a sense of control over their own fates. These feelings
were not what they typically experienced in their everyday lives. The rock climbers
described their everyday lives as "regimented and run by the bells" (Kiewa, 2001, p.369)
and thus, constraining. The climbers also mentioned that their everyday experiences,

in

which they felt dominated by others, led them to feelings of anger, frustration, fear, and a
loss of the opportunity to exercise competence. Kiewa (2001) determined that control
was a recurring motivational theme for recreational rock climbers. Control was defined as

control over decision making, over having competent reactions, and personal space. This
control could only occur, however, when the individual deliberately and willingly
embraced an activity of persondl choice. According to the author, for the rock climber,
these feelings of control typically did not occur outside the forum of rock climbing. As a

result, the desired feelings of competence and exhilaration did not typically occur away

from rock climbing.
Personality Dffirences Between Novice and Expert Rock Climbers
According to Feher et al. (1998), the only significant difference in personality
between the novice and expert climbers was that the expert climbers tended to exhibit

higher levels of depression, anger, confusion, tension, and total mood disfurbance on a
POMS test. Yet, no explanbtion was given by Feher et al. (1998) for the difference
between the two groups. The authors concluded that the small study sample may have
hindered the results, but?s the results stand, rock climbers are a heterogeneous

￨
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pOpulatiOn with regard tO statc and trait personality attributes.However,little research

exists exaIInining the differences among novice,cxpert,and professional compctitioil rock
cliinbers.
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Insightinto a non― cottpetition professional climber's view ofrock climbing has

been published in

α′
″bJ′ g

ttgazJ′ ιin the fo..1.ofthc personaljollmals ofChris

Sharma(NIlay l,2003,v。 221).ChriS Sharma is considered to be

one ofthe greatcst rock

climbers ever''(ThescngL 2003,p.49).Sh〔 畑ma(2003)wroto that climbing̀̀DOflnitely
gives some kind ofpurpoSe tO things.ヽ ■ether the purpose is good or bad is llncertai軋

b覆 I think to climb for the sakc ofclimbing is good enough''Φ 。52).Sharma also
explained his reasons for starting to climb.

The reason why l started climbing was

because l could be ttee ofmyself'● .51).ThiS feeling ofescape is congruent with the
results ofthe studies ofrecreational rock climbers investigated in the aforemcntioned

research ofLyng(1990),MCIntyre(1991),and Kiewa(2001):Sharlna(2003)also WrOte
about a climbing experience that was challenging and demanding.He stated,̀̀It was niCe
to have a b五 eftaste ofthe oneness ofsutteCt and ouect,and see how evetthing melts

away to exist and釉

tion perfectly''o.52)。

Sharma sll― ed up whatthe climbing

expe五 ence meantto him.̀̀This act市 ity of̀rock climbing'is merely one ofmany ways tO
e対 st,pass the tmle,and evolve and grow金 om one momentto the next.That's all''o.
55)。

For Chris Shaml■ the motivation to Юck climb seems tO restin his need fOr purpose,

escape,personal growth,and leaming.

︲
一
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Summary

In summary, the literature on the recreational rock climber indicates th'at
recreational rock climbers are motivated by sensation seeking (a desire to engage in

activities that produce complex sensations and experiences), acquisition and mastery

of

skill, a forurn for creativity, enjoyment of the outdoors, recognition from peers, a chance
to engage and thrive in challenging situations, a desire for control (control over decision
making, reactions, and personal space), and an escape from daily life. Although little is
known about the motivations of professional climbers, preliminary evidence seems to
indicate that professional climbers have a need for purpose, escape, personal growth, and
leaming.

CHAPTER

3

,METHODS
A',qualitative case study of America's most accomplished prbfessional

competition rock climber (n:1) was conducted to describe the motivation for this
professional climber. A description of the research design, data collection, primary

participant, recruitment of the participants, data analysis, and trustworthiness follows.
Research De:sign

A qualitative phenomenological methodology was followed in this

case study.

Qualititive research is concerned with how people live their lives and make

sense of what

they do (Nuetens & Rubinson,1997). As a result, qualitative analysis can produce

findings outside of that which is quantifiable. Phenomenological research methods are
most concerned with understanding the "lived experience" of the subject. This method is
used

to gainadeep understanding of the nature

and meaning of the everyday experiences

of the subjects. Thus, by using phenomenological approaches, a better understanding

of

human existence can occur (Van Manen,l997).In this investigation, the focus was on
what motivated the most accomplished professional competition climber in the United
States.

A

case study was appropriate for this investigation due to the uniqueness and

specialized nature of the subject. At the time of this writing, the subject was the most
accomplished professional competition rock climber in the United States. As Stake

(1995) indicated, a case study is not an actual methodological choice, but rather, a choice
of object to be studied. In addition, a caie study can be helpful in suggesting complexities

for firrther investigation, as well as helping establish some limits of generalization(Stake,
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1995). Lincoln and Gi.rba (1985) stated that a case study methodology be employed to
render, describe, or provide a vicarious experience. As mentioned, professional rock

climbing has not yet been thoroughly investigated either quantitatively or qualitatively.
As such, this initial inquiry was an opportunity to expose various psychological and
motivational factors that influenced the climbing of a highly distinguished professional
coriipetition rock climber.

Data Collection
Data was collected by conducting one semi-structured interview'of the participant
(see Appendix

A for Vadim Vinokur's interview guide) and one semi-structured

interview of his climbing partner/manager (see Appendix B for climbing partner/manager
interview guide) and by reviewing the participant's joumal kept during training and
competition. The one-on-one interviews took place prior to the beginning of the 2004

World Cup season and were conducted in the New York City offrce of the researcher.
They consisted of broad, open-ended questions (i.e., following the interview guide) that
allowed the climber and his climbing partner/manager to explain themselves in their own
words. Also, these semi-structured interviews allowed for deviation from the interview
guide as deemed necessary by the researcherl This flexibility in design allowed the
participants to explain and discuss any aspect of rock climbing that was desired. This

permitted the r6searcher to gain an understanding of those areas that the researcher did
not anticipate being discussed. This semi-structured format also allowed for an open
discussion of information. In addition, review of Vadim's 2003-2}O4journal of the

World Cup season allowed the iesearcher to obtain data from both the end of a
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competitive seaSon (i.e., via his journal) and the beginning of the next competitive season
(i.e., via the interview).

Primary Participant
Vadim Vinokur has been "America's most consistent World Cup competitor"
(Rothschild, 2002, p. 30). In addition, he is the only American professional climber to
consistently compete internationally. He has been competing on the world stage for the
past 12 years and is one of the most accomplished professional climbers in U.S. history.

The following is a list of his most recent accomplishments.

o

l993-Present-Member of the United States World Cup Team (World Cup teams
can be comprised of only 3 climbers per country)

o

1998-3'd place at the X-games, San Diego, CA

o

20OG-Highlighted in both Rock & Ice

arrd

Climbing Magazines; the most

popular climbing magazines in the United States

o

2000-Ranked No. 1 competitive climber in the United States by the International
Council for Competition Climbing

o

One of 5 climbers in the world to climb the Biographie 5.14c, Ceuse, France

o

Climbed Full Scrutiny 5.14a Rumney, New Hampshire

o

First ascent of Reverse Polarity 5.14b Las Vegas, Nevada

o

Climbed Encore 5.13c, Ceuse, France

o

December 2002-Ranked 16ft in the world by the Intemational Council for

Competition Climbing (the next American is ranked 37ft)

o

December 2002-Ranked No. 1 climber in the United States by the International

Council for Competition Climbing
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.

April 2002-5|fr place and top American climber in the International Climbing
Event in Puurs, Belgium

o

August 2002-4th place and top American climber in World Cup event in
Singapore, Thailand

o

December2002-5ft place and top American climber in Intemational Climbing
Event in Schengzheng, China

o

Septemb er

2004-46 C1i-ber to Climb Underground

o

Decemb er

2004-l't

5.14d,, Ceuse, France

place North American Championships. Event held in

Mexico City, Mexico
Recruitment of the Participants
The participant and his climbing partner/manager were contacted through mutual
acquaintances and then recruited to be participants in this study (see Appendices C and D

for participant and climbing partnei/manager recruitment statements). Agreement to
participate occurred when the participant and his climbing partner/m'anager signed the
informed consent forms (see Appendices E and F for participant and climbing
partner/manager informed consent forms). Expectations and requirements for the
participants were explicitly detailed. Specifically, Vadim Vinokur and his climbing
partner/manager were asked to answer all interview questions truthfully and honestly, to
the best bf th"i. ability. In addition, they were asked to be availible for at least two hours

for their respective interview. Each interview was conducted separately, audio taped, and
took place in the New York City office of the researcher. To ensure a truthful and
accurate analysis of data Vadim Vinokur and his climbing partner/manager were also
asked to review the transcribed interview (data) and the final results of the study.
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Data Analysis
.Qualitative data anaiysis is a process of bringing order, structure, and meaning to
spoken words. Qualitative analysis is a search for relationships and general similaritiels

among categories of data. In order to organize and manage the data, a thematic analysis
as defined by Van Manen (1990) and using the adapted methods

of Shelley (1999), was

employed. Inductive, line-by-line analysis, was employed to identify and then code the
data. The data were grouped or simplified into lower-order themes (general and broad-

'

based themes) and then higher-order themes (specific and narrow themes).

'

grouping the themes, the researcher focused on the following research question: What

While

motivates Vadim Vinokur?
The following steps, adapted from Shelley (1999), were used to manage, arralyze, arrd
interpret meaning from the data.

l.

Each interview was transcribed verbatim and the participants read over the
transcriptions to validate their accuracy.

2.

Each transcription and journal entry was read in order to obtain a "feel" for and an

' understanding of the interview and material.

3.

Significant statements and phrases that related to the research questions were
extracted from each hanscription and journal entry.

4.. Meanings were formulated froin the extracted significant

statements and phrases

as they related to the aforementioned research questions. The meanings were

categoized as meaning units.

5. The meaning units were then synthesized into lower-order themes.
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6.

Lower-order themes were integrated into higher-order themes by which the
experiences and'motivations of the participant and the perceptions of the climbing

partner/manager were described.

7.

The participants were then asked to review the higher-order themes to ensure
accuracy and validity. If the participants disagreed with the higher-order themes
an oppoitunity to clarify meaning, motivations, and perceptions was provided.

8.

The higher-order themes from Vadim Vinokur's joumal were compared to the

participants' (i.e., Vadim Vinokur and his climbing partner/manager) emergent
higher-order themes to produce exhaustive higher-order themes. These exhaustive
higher-order themes provided the answer to the outlined research question and are
supported by verbatim participant quotations (i.e., in the Results section).

This data analysis process was followed for the participant interview, climbing
partner/manager interview, as well as, the participant's journal entries (see Appendix
G for an example of the data analysis flow chart for the Vadim Vinokur interview and

higher-order theme #5).
Trustworthiness
Trustworthiness is described as a way to establish credible and trustworthy data.

The'question becomes, how can the researcher persuade the reader that the inquiry is
worth attention (Lincoln & Guba, 1985)? Trustworthiness is comprised of four
components: truth value, applicability, consistency, and neutrality. Truth value is
described as confidence in the findings of a particular inquiry. Applicability is explained

'as the application
of the findings to other contextual situations. Consistency is defined as
the ability to repeat the findings with the'same subjects. Neutrality is described as aq
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elimination df researcher biases and an adherence to subject honesty in the description

of

the findings (Lincoln & Guba 1985).

In order to establish trustworthiness in this particular study, the researcheremployed four procedures. The four procedures were triangulation, member checking,
peer debriefing, and the use of a study auditor.

Triangulation
Triangulation is the use of more than one source of data in order to emphasize a
single point. O

".u".O

of data sources allows the researcher to corroborate, elaborate, or

illuminate the research question (Marshall & Rossman, 1989). Specifically, the

tiiangulation of data consisted of comparing interview data collected from Vadim
Vinokur, his climbihg partner/manager, and from Vadim Vinokur's joumal entries.
Member Checking
Member checking is a function performed to test for factual and interpretative
accuracy. In addition, member checking can provide evidence of credibility and
trustworthiness. In ciuantitative terms, member checking would be analogous to internal

validity. This "check" is important to the overall accuracy and validity of the findings
(Linclon & Guba, 1985). Herein, the verbatim transcriptions and higher-order themes
were reviewed by the participants to ensure accuracy of description and analysis, In other

words, if the participants answered a question but the transcription or higher-order
themes did not accurately convey the meaning the participant was trying to establish, then
the member-checking provided an opportunity for challenge, clarification, and possible

alteration. In addition, member checking provided a prospect for additional data
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collection, as the participant was free to alter, add, or discuss the tianscribed data and./or
higher-order themes in order to achieve the most accurate data.
Peer Debriefing
Peer debriefing helps ensure the

validity of the collected and analyzed data. It can

be used as a way to obtain methodological guidance (Lincoln

& Guba, 19S5). The peer

debriefer played the role of the "devil's advocate," in order to challenge the internal
thought process ofthe researcher. This challenge occrured as the researcher was
questioned about biases, meanings, and interpretations. As such, the peer debriefer helped
the researcher clarify and sharpen methodological choices and data analysis decisions.
The role of peer debriefer was assumed by Mary Turner DePalma, Ph.D.
Study Auditor

The role of the study auditor was performed by Greg Shelley, Ph.D. His role was

to oversee the analysis and ask critical questions to help the researcher clari$ results. His
role mirrored that of the peer debriefer, in that the study auditor performed a system

of

checks and balances. The main difference is that the study auditor was more intimately

irivolved in the research process, and thus had the role of overseeing the reliability of the
study. This was done by first examining the process of data collection. Second, the

auditor examined the actual transcriptions and journal entries to veriff accuracy. Third,
the auditor examined the analysis of the data. Finally, the auditor questioned and
analyzedthe results of the analysis as described by Lincoln'and Guba (1985).
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Sumniary
To summarize, the pu[pose of this study was"to gain insight into the motivation

of

Vadim Vinokur. As such, a qualitative phenomeriologicat case study was employed. Ddta
consisted of interviews with Vadim Vinokur and his climbing partner/manager and
analysis of ajournal kept by Vadim Vinokur during practice and competitions. The
analysis of data was done in eight steps:

l) verbatim

trdnscriptions of interviews, 2)

reading of each interview transcription and journal entry, 3) extraction of significant
statements pertaining to the outlined research question, 4) formulation of significant
statements into meaning units, 5) formulation of meaning units into lower-orderthemes,

6) integration of lower-order themes into higher-order themes, 7) review of higher-order
themes by the participants, and 8) development of exhaustive higher-order themes.

Trustworthiness was maintained by use of triangulation, member checking, peer

debriefing, and a study auditor.

CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
The following research question was examined: What is the motivation

of

America's finest and most consistent professional competition rock climber, Vadim

Vinokur? Raw data included semi-structured, in-depth interviews with Vadim Vinokur,

'

,

his climber partner/manager,

ernd

the personal journals of Vadim Vinokuf kept during the

2003-2004 competition season. Inductive content analyses generated 79 meaning units

which were categorized into 30 lower-order themes. The lower-order themes were further
categorized to produce a total of 13 higher-order themes.
The higher-order themes for participant interview, the climbing partner/manager

interview, and tlie analysis of the competition journals can be found in Appendices H, I,
and J. The number of higher-order themes totaled six for the interview with Vadim

Vinokur; three for the interview with the participant's climbing partner/manager, and four
for the competition

journal.

I

Ex haus tiv e Hi gher - Or der Theme s

The exhaustive higher-order themes emerged by comparing and contrasting the

higher-order themes of the participant's interview, the participant climbing
partner/manager interview, and the analysis of the participant's comiretition journal.
Three exhaustive higher-order themes emerged as the answer to the research question.
They were as follows:

l.

Vadim Vinokur was motivated to master the skill set required for competition
rock climbing. Included in that skill set were physical, mental, and problem
solving skills. Vadim was motivated

o*y
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the ptirsuit of perfection. He was also

ＦＩＩＩＩＩ

aa

JJ

motivated by completing a challenge. In addition, rock climbing allowed Vadim a
forum to physicall! work hard; which gave him a sense of success. Finally,
Vadim was motivated by the belief that he had talent in the sport of rock climbing
and thus, should continue to make an active effort to be a competition climber.

^ 2.

Vadim Vinokur was motivated by being apartof the society of elite professional
rock climbers. This society was where the participant could work and connect

with others like himself. In addition, the respect and admiration of others were
motivating factors. Vadim was also motivated by his ability to connect'and
communicate with nature and the outdoors.

3.

Vadim Vinokur was motivated by the quest to get to the top of both the climb in
front of him and the World Cup competitions. Included in the motivation

of

accomplishing his climbs was the prdcess of "finding his w6:y" and the challenge

of figuring out what the route setter wanted from him.
Exhaustive Higher-Order Theme #I
"

Vadim Vinokur was motivated to master the skill set required for competition rock
climtiing. Included in that skill set'were physical, mental, and problem solving skills.
Vadim was mbtivated by the pursuit of perfection. He was also motivated by
completing a challbnge. In addition, Jock climbing allowed Vadim a forum to

physicalli work hard, which gave him a sense of success. Finalli, vadim was
motivated by the belief that he hnd talent in the.sport of rock climbing and thus,
should continue to make an active effort to be a competition climber.

A desire to master the skills of rock climbing was an emergent theme from the
joumal entries, the participant's interview, and the climbing partner/manager's interview.
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ln his competition journal from October 3'd he described

a

poor competition performance.

Vadim stated:
Climbing in isolation went fine, but I felt rusty and out of tune with my
body. I just couldn't get into the fluidity of movement at all. I did my
breathing and it felt a bit better, but not quite focused. I climbed first ok,

but later started to feel really clumsy and out of sync.
This excerpt from his competition journal illustrated Vadim's desire to master the
physical and mental aspects of competition climbing. He felt, "really clumsy and out

of

sync." In addition, Vadim mentioned his inability to become totally focused.

ln his interview, the quest for mastery and perfection was exemplified by the
following answer that Vadim provided in response to the question of what drives him:
You have a template of how to deal with world competition and you have
major chunks, ahd then again, there are small pieces that affect the whole
mosaic. So it is pretty interesting and makes me what I am and I still

don't, to some extent, have it mastered and I don't feel that I would be
ready to give it up until I have mastered it. So that's pretty much what
drives me, perfection, something along those lines. That's what I want.

I

want to see it through. I am a perfectionist.

Vadim's desire for mastery was also expressed by his climbing partner/manager.
She stated,

"I think he knows that it still hasn't all quite clicked together, it has at

mom\ents but not kind of for a long run and I think he's

still working to fulfillthat."
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The motivation of seeing a challenge through to the end was expressed by Vadim
when he was asked to describe his top three motivating factors. His response began with

"It is something that I started that I want to see through." Later in his answer he stated:
I still don't feel that I have

reached my potential.

I want to really get to the

bottom of it. I want to dig as deep as I can and say okay, I see the bottom.
This is it, this is as far as I can go. I haven't felt that way yet. I haven't felt,
that this is the best effort that I am capable of.
Wh0n the climbing partner/manager was asked how she thought Vadim would
answer the question of wtry he became a professional climber, she responded, "He really

believes that he can accomplish something, and he's determined to stick with it until he
has seen it through to its fulf,lllment." Similarly, when she was asked how she felt Vadim

would answer the question of what drives him to be a professional climber, she answered,

"...the fact that I think, in some way, he hasn't fulfilled his potential and I think he
knows that." She went on to say, "He doesn't feel that he's accomplished what he's
capable of in competition."

Ah aSpiration for, and enjoyment of working hard was also expressed in both
interviews. In his interview, the participant was asked what inspired him. He responded,

'ltrothing is given and nothing is guaranteed and yciu have to always work hard and not
assume anything is just going to happen.

If it

comes too easily, there is something

wrong." When asked to describe success, he stated the following: "Being successful is
working real hard on something, having to struggle with it, and then succeeding at it."
Interestingly, when asked to describe failure, Vadim stated the following: "Having the
feeling that I did not try enough." When asked to describe challenge, Vadim responded,

︲
３
■

have to feel that

I did a day of hard training or work and I want to feel like I am shut

doWq that my anns are falling. off. I like that. I love just being utterly exhausted."
The climbing partner/manager reiterated this theme when aski:d how she thought

Vadim would answer the question, about how climbing makes him feel? She responded,

"...everything he's accomplished has been through really hard ivork and s'erious
commitment." When asked about how Vadim would talk about success, she answered,

"He's actually pretty clear that success, for him as an athlete, is when he's really tried his
hardest." She also stated that Vadim felt, "success is doing work and then going out there
and fighting the good

fight."

Vadim was also motivated by the knowledge that he was a uniquely talented rock
climber, and as such, he should continue to compete at the highest level. In his joumal;
after coming in 6th place in a World Cup competition, Vadim wrote, "Remember the

lesson-you can compete with the best of them and better. Believe in your climbing." In
,. his interview, when asked how he started competing in rock

answered,

"I was fourteen

climbing events, Vadim

years old and almost won my first competition...That's what

sort of triggered my interest in

it..."

professional rock climber, he said,

When asked what motivated him to become a

"...I

was pretty good at

i!

so.

once

I

realized I was

good at it, I kind of wanted to explore how far,that would go." In talking about the 1'999

World Championships he explained:

I finished l7h andthat was the world championship; and that was pretty
good you know. It was really tight from being 17tr and being in the finals.

It was literally maybe two or three moves which, I was like, I can be good
at it.. ..So I was like huh,

I should give it

a shot.

６

"I
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The climbing partner/manager echoed this response when asked how Vadim might
answer what his top three motivating factors were in starting to clirirb. She stated,

At one point he did

.

a competition, he was pretty young then and he

did

pretty well and he talks about that as a turning point...He was doing it
casually and he suddenly thought, ''Wow, I actually could be a serious

competitive climber and I better start training if I'm gonna do that,.
Exhaustive Higher-Order Theme #2.

Vadim Vinokur was motivated by being a part of the society of elite professional
rock climbers. This society was where the participant could work and connect with
others like himself. In addition, the respect and admiration of others were

motivating factors. Vadim was also motivated by his ability to connect and
communicate with nature and the outdoors.
Being in a society of elite professional rock climbers was a motivating factor for
Vadim Vinokur. This factor was mentioned in his competition journal, his interview, and
in the interview with his climbing partner/manager.
In his competition journal Vadim wrote about climbing a challenging climb he
was attempting (rated 5.14d), and what it meant to be attempting it with colleagues from
the World Cup circuit. Vadim stated, "I think watching Christian, it gave me a good lift.

Christian was moving through the borilder problem pretty well, it gave me confrdence;

didn't get intimidated by il" In another entry, Vadim wrote about the same colleagues,

"It's nice to climb with them but

also they, to some extent, take the pressure

climbing partner), and that helps my cause."

off(my

I
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In his interview the topic of climbing with others came up several times. When
asked what he looked forward to in climbing Vadim responded, "Hanging out with

friends." In addition, when asked about a challenge of competitions Vadim talked about
his difficulty in remaining focused,

I am a very social person and a lot of times I feel that the cliallenge for

me

is that I remain focused because I come in; I see all my friends. It is the

'

World Cup. I haven't seen them in like about 5 or 6 months, you catch up.

.

You talk in isolation. All'of a sudden you have to go climb and you
haven't warmed up properly

Vadim also talked about social relationships when he discussed how he started climbing
competitively. Vbdim responded that in the beginning, "I had a motivated group

of

people that I was climbing with and because they were older they were pushing me pretty

hard." He also mentioned that his father was a major influence in starting his climbing.
He said, "My dad was a climber. He started climbing in the mid 1970's and he brought
me along on one of his trips.....He would drag me along....I said dad let m'e try." Vadim
mentioned that his father started a climbing gym and began coaching himself and several
others. He stated, "He (his father)

built a nice indoor wall-..There was a bunch of

motivated guys, there was me, a girl and three other guys older than me."
In the interview with Vadim's climbing partner/manager, the society of elite
professional rock climbers was again referred to. When asked what Vadim might state
about competitions, she responded,

"I think he loves competition

and I think he loves

being around his peers, you know, as much as the actual climb." She continued with,

think (he would talk about)

beingf*

"I

of ,n. world community of elite climbers which
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uniquely happens iri competition." Similarly, when asked what Vadim looked forward to
in non-comfetitioh settings, she said, "I think he might say the social aspect of it. That,
he can hang out a

liule bit more with people." Similarly, when asked what

she thought

drove Vadim to climb in competitions she answered, "There's the cultural thing. I think
there iS being amongst a group of peers and elite climbers and a cultire that accepts this
as something that's an important thing and a good

thing." She went on to say, "(in

competition settings) for him, he's only around people who spend their time thinking
about and working on what he does, which is being an elite climber. Being with them
means a lot to

him....I think it is an important aspect."

His climbing partner/manager also mentioned Vadim's father as an influence and
getting him started in rcick climbing. When asked what motivated Vadim to start climbing
she responded,

also stated,

"I think he would talk about his father

and their climbing together..." She

"It (climbing) ilways had'a certain amount to do with his father

and his

connection with him." When asked how she thought Vadim might describe his top three

motivating factors, she responded, "I think he would certainly say his father, and being
around his father."

In addition to connecting and communicating with others, the respect and
admiration of others was a motivating factor for Vadim. When asked, about his
motivation to compete, Vadim answered, "It's an ego thing and I want to see,where I am
at. How do I stack up against the rest of the world crew?" When asked about his main
puipose, Vadim answered, "A lot of people watch me (train) and I get inspired." When"
asked about how he sees himself in the world of rock climbing, he answered,

"I kind of,

on one hand, feel like my ability is not respected enough in America." When asked about
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other motivating factors, Vadim answered,

"I have a number of different factors, I just

wanted to be with my dad more, wanted to be on an ego trip, wanted to hang with the

group of other clasimates..."
His climbing partner/manager also mentioned status and respect of others aS a
motivating factor for Vadim. When asked how she thought Vadim saw himself in the
rock climbing world, she responded, "He sees himself as having some stature.?'When
asked about Vadim's top three motivating factors to competitively climb, she responded,

"That he can do really hard stuffand that he has as much ability

as

just about anyone in

the world."

Finally, Vadim was motivated by an opportunity to connect and communicate
with nature. This aspect of motivation was mentioned in all three data sources.
In his competition journal, Vadim wrote about a bad experience he had at a
competition in Prague, Czechoslovakia. His solution and way of dealing with the bad
experience was expressed as:

"I

need some sun and climbing on rock to set me straight."

Conceming his purpose Vadim responded, "Climbing is a lot more than just sport.

It is a way for people to communicate'with the world." He then talked about getting
others involved in rock climbing and why that provided him a sense of satisfaction. He
stated, "Climbing is a wonderful thing, so directing people towards

it and allowing

people to explore themselves and put them more in touch with the outdoors and the

whole community (is satisfring)."

At one point, Vadim broke both of his legs in a bad fall and was confined to a
wheel chair for several months. When asked about the period just after he was able to

climb again he stated, "I had all this pent up energy from being stuck in a wheel chair and

4I
juSt wanted to do stuff outside, because I loved climbing outdoors. I wanted to do
anything that would take me outside..." Finally, summarizing his climbing outdoors
versus climbing indoors he stated:

I really like bouldering with my friends. we just go outdoors, and it is a
beautiful day and I just enjoy being outside. I always remember these nice,
crisp, fall days, in N'ew England and the sun is gorgeous and you touch
rock and it feels sticky. You feel totally invincible.
Exhaustive Higher-Order Theme #3

Vadim Vinokur was motivated by the quest to get to the top of both the climb"in

front of him and the World Cup competitions. Included in the motivation of
accomplishing his climbs was the process of "finding his way" and the challenge of

figuring out what the route setter wanted from him.
Getting to the top was a motivating factor that was mentioned in both of the

interviews and in Vadim's competition journal. In his journal, Vadim wrote about u ti*;
when he did not get into the finals of the World Cup competition in Prague. "I ended up

t7fi.Iwas rath6r unhappy thinking Prague would be the place where I would
final. Watching the final

hurt-I

be in the

felt I could be there and be rather competitive." He also

wrote about a route called Underground, rated a 5.l4dthat he worked for several years to
complete. The following quote is about his final attempt at the climb. He would not be
able to attempt this climb for at least another year. He wrote,

I went all the way, almost.'I fell (after) it (the toughest part of the climb)
was all over. I was in shock; it was not supposed to happen. I just needed

to do one more move. I still feel devastated by doing all that climbing and
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blowing it where I shouldn't have. I'm not sure I have the motivation now.

I feel emotionally drained.
In contrast Vadim later wrote in his joumal, about some success that he had in a
competition in China where he finished 2"d inthe semi-finals and made it into the
finals. He wrote, "B,i,y, did it feel good to come ddwn and know that I am in the

finaI..."
In his interview, Vadim also talked about getting to the top. When asked to talk
about rock climbing vadim responded,

"It

is prdtty much moving up a particular

surface...You try to get/as high as you can, preferably all the way to the top....you just

kind of move along and you try to get to the top." When asked about what drove him to
continue being a professional climber he responded,

"I

set out to

win a World Cup

competition. So that was my goal, my intention." In addition, when asked what kept him

climbing even when he had experienced serious injuries, Vadim mentioned the United
States National competition, which he has won more than

the Nationals was not really the goal. I mean

l0 times. He stated, "...to win

it was a nice stepping stone,.but it was never

really the goal. It was more about (winning) the World Cups; a higher goal."
His climbing partner/manager also cited placement in world competitions as a
motivational factor. When asked about Vadim's least favorite moments ih climbing she
stated, "He would probably say the frustrations of competitions where he hasn't made

to the semifinals." In terms of what motivated Vadim to train, she stated:
As far as that physical training, of showing up at the gym and doing what

-

needs to be done (he would say),

"Well this next competition is longer,

it
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steeper route...there'll be more moves.

I better do more of this kind of

training for the next three weeks, for the next competition."

Vadim's desire to make it to the top was fueled by the motivation to find his way
through the challenges presented by both the climb and what the route setter had designed

for him. This motivational aspect was also discussed irrboth interviews. For example,
when asked to describe rock climbing Vadim stated:

...it

becomes more like a chess game because you try to understand what

the route setter wants from yciu....the competition is you do your best
against yourself and also try to figure out whether the route setter did

a

job

good enough to compete, so you can figure it out.
When asked to describe the difflerences between outdoor and indoor climbing

Vadim further clarified,'icli*birrg indoors is

a Chess game.

I am trying to figure out

what the route setter wants me to do." In addition he stated, "The challenge is to finish a
route that is really physically and technically difficult."
When asked to describe what he looked forward to when he was not climbing in

indoor competitions Vadim answered,
Rock rbally doesn't have a particular logic.....there is nothing that says

this is the way you should do it, which really challenges my creativity...it
is a different exercise. In indoor climbing it is more-what does the route
setter think, what does he have in store for me? Then
canvas, painting, whatever

it is more like my

I want because I cari find my way. That is

challenging with routes that have not been done. But you don't know how
to do them, but you find your way. That's coo[! I like to find my way.
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His climbing partner/manager also mentioned figuring out ihe route as a
motivational factor. When asked about how Vadim might talk about the differences
between indoor and outdoor climbing shd responded, "He loves figuring out routes irnd.

figuring out sequences and figuring out just what has to be done in order to execute a
route..."'When asked what she thought Vadim looked forward to in indoor competitions
she stated, "Just seeing how well he can figure out the challenge that the route setters

(set)..." In sum, she stated, "It.is that unique situation... route setter pitting his will, his
creative imagination against a very very good climber who's trying to unravel the

problem. And it's all about problem solving. And I think he likes the challenge."
Summary
Semi-structured, in-depth interviews with Vadim Vinokur and his climbing
partner/manager, and review of the personal journals of Vadim, kept during the 20032004 climbing season, provided the data for answering the following research question:

What is the motivation of America's finest and most consistent professional competition
rock climber, Vadim Vinokur? Each of the three data sources was analyzed to produce
highef-order themes. These higher-order themes were then compared and contrasted to
produce exhaustive higher-order themes, to answer the research question. The results

indicite that Vadim Vinokur was motivated to compete in the sport of rock climbing by
thiee sources:

l.

Vadim Vinokur was motivated to master the skill set required for competition
rock climbing. Included in that skill set were physical, mental, and problem
solving skills. Vadim was motivated by the pursuit of perfection. He was also
motivated by completing a challenge. In addition, rock climbing allowed Vadim a
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forllm to physically work hard,which gave him a sense ofsuccess.Finally,
Vadiin was rnotivated by the beliefthat he had talentin the sport Ofrock climbing
and thus,should cOntinue to make an active effort to be a competitiOn climbcr.
2. Vadiin Vinokilr was motivated by being a part ofthe society ofelite prOfessional

rock climbers.This society was where● e participant cOuld work and comect
wlth others like hilnsell ln― addition,the respcct and admiration ofothers were

motivating factors,Vadinl was also motivated by his ability to connect and
COIlllmunicate with nature and the outdoors.

3.Vadim Vinokご was

motivated by the questto gctto thc top ofboth● e Climb in

front ofhim and the World Cup coimpetitions.Includcd in tli motivation of
accomplishing his climbs urias the proctts of

inding his way''and thc challcnge

offlgunng out whatthe route setter wanted ttonl hiin.

CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
This study examined the motivation of Vadim Vinokur, America's best
professional rock climber. The study was designed to answer the following research
question: What is the motivation of Anierica's finest and most consistent professional

competition rock climber, Vadim Vinokur? The participant and his climbing
partner/manager were interviewed using a semi-strucfured in-depth interview format to
gain an understanding of Vadim Vinokur's motivation io corhpete in the sport of rock

climbing. Inductive content analysis produced higher-order themes which were then
compared across data sources to form exhaustive higher-order themes. The three
exhaustive higher-order themes are the answer to the aforementioned research question.

In this chapter, theresults of this study are compared and contrasted to prior
research. Each of the three exhaustive higher-order themes is addressed as each relates to,
and differs from, prior research. As already menticined, research to date has been

primarily focused on the recreational rock climber. Existing literature suggests that
recreational rock climbers are motivated by sensation seekifg (a desire to engage in

activities that produce complex sensations ahd experiences), acquisition and mastery

of

skill, a forum for creativity, enjoyment of the outdoors, recognition from peers, a chance
to engage in and thrive in challenging sifuations, a desire for control (control over
decision making, reactions, and personal space), and an escape from daily life.
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Exhaustive Higher-Order Theme

#l

Vadim Vinokur was motivated to master the skill set required for competition rock
climbing. Included in that skill set were physical, mental, and problem solving skills.
Vadim was motivated by the pursuit of perfection. He was also motivated by
completing a challenge. In iddition, rock climbing allowed Vadim a forum to
physically work hard, which gave him a sense of success. Finally, Vadim was
motivated by the belief that he had talent in the sport of rock climbing and thus,
should continue to make an active effort to be a competition climber.
Mastbryof skills has been cited in prior research as a motivational factor for many
recreational rock climUers. Slanger and Rudestam

(lgg|)stated that*85%oof the

participants (rock climbers who climb without safety equipment) identified a desire for
mastery" (Slanger & Rudestam, lgg7,p. 366). In addition the authors wrote, "When
asked specifically, all but three members of the high risk groups acknowledged that

desire for mastery was a motivating factor" (Slanger & Rudestam

,lgg7,p.

366). Maste.ry

was also cited by Lyng (1990) as a motivating factor.

Vadim Vinokur was also motivated by mastery of the skill base. When asked
what drove him to compete Vadim responded, "I am definitely looking forward to that
challenge." When asked to clarify what he meant by "that challenge", Vadim stated,
You have a template, how to deal with world competition and you have
major chunks, and then again, there are small pieces that affect the whole
mosaic. So it is pretty interesting and makes me what I am and I still

don't, to some extent, have it mastered and I don't feel that I would be
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ready to give it up until I have mastered it. So that's pretty much what
drives me, perfection.

In addition to Slanger and Rudestam (1997), Mclntyre (1991) described
"competence" as one of 6 factors impacting why recreational rock climbers climb.
"Competence" included the development of skills and abilities and a sense

of

accomplishment. The results of the present study found that Vadim was highly moti'iated

by mastery and perfection. In addition, Vadim described a sense of accomplishment when
asked about what drove'him to continue to be a professional rock climber. He stated,

"Because 4 years down the road I haven't really felt I accomplished anything. I have, but,

not what I set out to do." In addition, when asked about coming back from injuries and

'

continuing to compete, Vadim responded, "I am the sort of guy that likes to see things

through....I still'have more to explore." Vadim felt that because he had not won a World
Cup.competition and put all the pieces of the skill set together he had not yet achieved
success. As a result, he did not feel as though he had accomplished his goals. He stated,

"I

set out to

win a World Cup Competition. So that was my goal, my intention." In this

way, accomplishment for Vadim Vinokur might be different than that of "competence?'
postulated by Mclntyre (1991). "Competence" was defined as obtaining a sense

of

accomplishment. In other words, "competence" included the sense that accomplishment
has'been achieved. Vadim was motivated by the desire to obtain accomplishment. tn his

own mind, he had not succeeded because the ultimate goal to win a World Cup
competition had not been accomplished. Completing a climb can provide sense

of

accomplishment, however, the ultimate sense of goal achievement and satisfaction had
not yet been reached. In addition, the aforementioned riiastery of skill was likely very
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difterent from the feeling of acquiring skills that Mclntyre (1991) cited as motivation for
the recreational rock climbers in his study. Vadim viewed skill acquisition on a different

level. For Vadim, skill acquisition was not just gaining skills, but also mastering them
and weaving each skill together in perfect harmony. This was stated when Vadim

described his best performance in a World Cup event,

"I felt, wow, I really put it

together. I kind of wish I could put it together more often..."
The completion of goals and seeing a challenge through to its end was also a

motivating factor for Vadim. He stated,
tr

still don't feel that I have reached my potential. I want to really get to the

bottom of it. I want to dig as deep as I can and say okay, I see the bottom.
This is it, this is as far as I can go. I haven't felt that way yet. I haven't felt
that this is the best effort that I am capable of.

Vadim's remarks are congruent with the need for achievement noted by Robinson (1985)
in his investigation of the characteristics of elite recreational rock climbers. Specifically,

it was reported that9TYo of all the elite level rock climbers surveyed "consciously set
themselves specific'climbing goals to achieve" (Robinson, 1985, p. 402).
The final two aspects of exhaustive higher-order thbme #1 describe a forum in

which to work hard, as well as the draw to compete due to an acknowledgement of talent.
These motivational factors have not been noted in prior research focusing on recreational

rock climbers. Vadim noted that he started competing professionally because he was
talented and he was placing well. This was clear as Vadim talked about his first

competition, "I was 14 years old, I almost won my first competition...That's what sort
triggered my interest in it." He also noted that working hard was a way in which he

of
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gained a sense of success. When asked to describe success he stated, "Being succesSful is

working real hard on anything..." He also described being motivated to train hard by the
prospect of upcoming World Cup events. He stated, "I try to think about next week,
where I have a World Cup, and I don't have time to feel that way (lethargic)."
Exhaustive Higher-Order Theme #2

Vadim Vinokur was motivated by being a part of the society of elite professional
rock climbers. This society was where the participant could work and connect with
others like himself. In addition, the respect and admiration of others were

motivating fattois. Vadim was also motivat6d by his ability to connect and
communicate with nature and the outdoors.
Feher et at. (1998) reported that recreational rock climbers paralleled other

individual and team sport athletes on the extraversion factor on the Eysenck Personality
Inventory. [n short, rock climbers ten{ed to be extroverted. In addition, Levenson (1990)
indicated that recreational rock climbers were more social and anti-structural than the

nofln. Being social and extraverted were noted as personality traits of Vadim. He stated
that one obstacle when preparing for competitions was talking and catching up with other

climbers rather then focusing on the competition. He stated,

I am a very social person and

a

lot of times I feel that the challenge for me

that I remain focused because I come in, I see all my friends. It is the

Wortd Cup. I haven't seen them in like about 5 or 6 months, you catch up.
You talk in isolation. All of a sudden you have to go climb and you
haven't warmed up properly.
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0ne potential differencc between Vadili and other recreational rock climbcrs discussed
in the litcrature,rnight be that extraversion waslviewed by Vadinl as a detriment to his
ability tO cOmpete.
The nё cd to be associated wlth a group ofprofessional climbers was not,

however,cited as a motivational factor in p五 or researCh,if fbr no other reason,bccause

professional rock climbers have not bcen studied to date.

̀

Mclntyre(1991)Cited recognition as a mot市 ating factor for many climbers.Hc
deined recOgnitiol as thè̀cxtcmal imagc created by the climber''(Mclntyre,1991,p.
35)。

In addition,McI■ yre also discussed peer recognition as a mot市 ating,ctor.Peer

recognition was contingent upon the level ofdigiculty ofthe climb,as a well as,the

perce市ed exertion to complete that climb(Mclntyre,1991).ThiS is congruent with
Vddiln's desire to gain the respect and adllllliration ofothers.VVhen asked to describe his

main purpose,vadim stated that,

A lot ofpeople ivatch me and l getinspired.… .To think

these guys are waching me do this crazy stu

You・ sd ahiLh standard andthey get

inspired."
A flnal part ofexhaustive higher¨ order theme#2 relates・ to Vadinl's desire to

connect wlth the outdoors and naturё .This therllle was found in the research ofMclntyre
(1991)。 In shOrt,Mclntyre(1991)Called this mot市 ating factor̀:physical setting''and

.described it as being closc to natllre and ettoying宙

ldemess,Vttim talked aboutthe

natural stlrroundings ofrock climbing outdoors as somcthing that he enJoyedo When
asked to desc五 be the difference between indoor ond outd00r clilnbing,he stated,

I rcally like bouldeHng with my fricniKIso Wejust go outdoors,and
itis abeautiil day and ljust e可 oy being outside.I always
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remember these nice, crisp, fall days, in New England and the sun

is gorgeous and you touch rock and it feels sticky. You feel totally
invincible.
Exhaustive Higher-Order Theme #3

Vadim Vinokui'Was motivated by the quest to get to the top of both the climb in

front of him and the World Cup competitions.Included in the motivation of
accomplishing his climbs was the process of "frnding his way" and the challenge of

figuring out what the route setter wanted from him.
The quest to win World Cup competitions was a motivational factor unique to

Vadim Vihokur. Given the lack of research focusing on the professional competition rock
climber prior to this investigation, Vadim's quest to get to the top has yet to be supported
in other studies on professional climbers.
However, Vadim's motivation to "find his way through the challenges" might
also be viewed as a sense of control over the situation facing him. This sense of control

was cited by several authors as a potential motivational factor for climbers (Kiewa, 2001;

Lyrg,

1990; Mclntyre, 1991). Vadim talked about control over finding his way. He

described climbing climbs that no one in the world had attempted before. He stated,

"That is challenging with routes that haven't been done. You don't know how to do them,
but you find your way. That's cooM like to find my way." Control is often defined as
control over decision making, control over competent reactions, and control over
personal space (Kiewa,

IIOI).In addition, control may

be a motivating factor for some

climbers due to their daily lives (Kiewa, 2001;Lyn1,1990). This may help clariff the
differences between Vadim's definition of control as "finding his way" and the
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recreational rock climber's desire to have control of decision making, competent
reactions, and personal space. Vadim is a professional competition rock climber. His

daily life is rock climbing. He is therefore, unable to "e5cape" daily life through rock
climbing: The escaping of daily liie is

a

prominent motivating factor in the recent

research of recreational rock climbbrs (Kiewa, 2001). This may, however, be the most

prominent difference with regards to recreational and professional rock climbers.

Finally, the challenge of finding out what the route setter wanted from him, was
also not noted in prior research. Again, this is related to the fact that the professional

competition climber has not been studied prior to this investigation.
A Note on Sensation Seeking as a Motivating Factor

To say that rock climbers engage in rock climbing for the sole reason of new and
novel experiences may be too simple an explanation. For many rock climbers, the
experience of being on a rock face hundreds of feet in the air is neither unusual nor
unique. Those at the elite and professional level have climbed thousands of times. Often
the climbing experience is more work like than adventurous. For example, in high

altitude rock climbing Delle Fave, Bassi, and Massimini (2003) reported thatonly

2.2%o

of the climbing experience (time) is the climber actually climbing. In addition, Delle
Fave et al. (2003) found nearly 36.8% of expedition time was devoted to maintenance,

which was comprised of sleeping, eating, resting, and drinking. Another 26A% of the
time was spent in camp activities. Camp activities were comprised of moving from one
camp to another, cooking and fixing beverages, preparing rucksacks and equipment for
actual climbing, discussing routes and climbing techniqubs, and setting up tents. [n other
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words, there was a systematic approach to climbing that most high altitude rock climbers
reported using.

Competition and elite level rock climbers will often climb the same climb several
times before completing it to their standards. Vadim, for example, attempted one climb

(Underground 5.14d) at least 20 times over 3 years before he completed it. Also, there is
often the mundane work of setting up safety ropes and anchors, designing the path of the

climb, and choosing the right equipment to take on the climb. Once in the climb, the
climbing activity itself is methodically and precisely planned out. In addition, the
competition climber will spend 3 to 5 hours a day practicing moves and climbing routes.
In many ways, climbing is not a unique, novel, or adventurous eXperience for the
professional rock climber. Climbing is an experience that takes patience and thought.

Accordingly, Vadimis niotivation did not include the seeking out of novel and unique
experiences.

Summary

.

There are both similarities and differences between the motivations of Vadim

Vinokur and the motivatiorfs of recreational rock climbers reported in prior research. The
similarities include the following: A desire to master the mental and physical skill set

of

rock climbing, a need for achievement, the desire to see a challenge through to its end,.
the recognition of a peer group, the desire to commune with nature and to be outdoors,
and the desire to have control over decisions. The differences include: The need

for

unique and novel experiences, the need to hav'e a forum for creativity, an escape from

daily life, and the chance to engage and thrive in challenging activities.
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The motivational factors unique to Vadim included: The usd of rock climbing as a

forum for hard work, the draw to compete as hn acknowledgement of skill, thb desire to
be a part of an elite society of competition climbers, and a quest to get to the top of his

clinib and the World Cup competition standings.

CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE
RESEARCH

.

Summary

This study examined the motivations of America's top profes'sional competition
rock climber. A phenomenological qualitative research design was followed. The primary
source of data came from, Vadim Vinokur, by way of a semi-structured, in-depth

interview. In addition, Vadim's climbing partner/manager was similarly interviewed.
j,

Vadim also kept

a competition

journal during the2003-2004 World Cup season that

became a third source of data. Data analyses revealed Vadim Vinokur to be motivated by
three primary reasons:

l.

Vadim Vinokur was motivated to master the skill set required for competition
rock climbing. Included in that skill set were physical, mental, and problem
solving skills. Vadim was motivated by the pursuit of perfection. He was also
motivated by completing a challenge. In addition, rock climbing allowed Vadim a
forum to physically work hard, which gave him a sense of success. Finally,
Vadim wds motivated by the belief that he hatl talent in the sport of rock climbing
and thus, should continue to make an active eftort to be a competition climber.

2.

Vadim Vinokur was motivated by being apaft of the society of elite professional
rock climbers. This society was where the participant could work and connect

with others like himself. In addition, the {eipect and adiniration of others were
motivating fac1orS. Vadim was also motivated by his ability to connect and
communicate with nature and the outdoors.
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3.

Vadim Vinokur was motivated by the quest to get to the top of both the climb in
front of him-andthe Wbrld Cup competitions. Included in the motivation

of

accomplishing his climbs was the process of "finding his way" and the challenge

of figuring out what the route setter wanted from him.
The results of this study provided Vadim Vinokur with a better understanding

of

his motivations to climb. In addition, this is the f,rrst investigation of a professional
competition rock climber's motivation. As such, it expands the existing knowledge about
the motivations of rock climbers.
Conclusions

This investigation provided a unique look at the motivations of the best
professional competition rock climber in America. Although some of the motivations

of

this competition climber mirrored that of recreation rock climters, there were also
differences. In addition, it was revealed how a top level professional competition climber

views competition climbing. Vadim Vinokur viewed competitions as challenges to be
completbd and places to bond with others of the same profession. He also enjoyed

working hard and viewed success as effortful completion of a challenge.
This investigation is important as it is the first such investigation into the growing
professional sport of rock climbing. In addition, it investigates the motivations of a truly
unique individual, who has been the best American competition climber for the past 10
years. The information gained through this investigation can be used by coaches, athletes,
I

and sport psychologists to bnhance their guidance of individuals participating in the sport

of competition rock climbing.
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Research On roё k climbers has progressed to a point where there now exists a

Olearer understanding ofthe mot市 ations ofrccrcational rock climbers.Still,11■

le is

knowll about the lnotivations ofprofessional competition rock climbers.There is now
evidence demonstrating that there are both similarities and differences beh″ cen the

mot市 ations ofprofessional rock climbers alld recreational rock climbers.Consequcntly,
there is a need to continue to investigate these silnilaHtics and differences.In addition,
there exists a need to exalnine the personality traits ofpЮ

fessional rock climbers and

how such personality traits impact individual rnotivations.It is also suggested that hture
research exalnine climber's motivations across age,gender,and ethnicity.

Replication ofthis type of study(with mOre sutteCtS)iS Warranted as new
infollllation on the rnotivations ofprofessional rock climbers has arisen.A

recommendation would be to replicate the methodologブ ofthiS Study with the top 10
world ranked professional competition rock climbers.ExpansiOn ofthis investigatiOn
would help soliditt infO・ 11latiOn gaincd through the present rcscTch aS Well as bring to

light new insights on the mot市 ations ofprofessional competition rock climbers.
Finally,research is needed on the rnotivation ofprofessional climbers arnong
those thtt compete in the different arenas ofじ

ompetitiOn climbing.For example,what

motivational di量 じrences exist bettcen individuals who take partin bouldering,speed
climbing,difflculty climbing,and high altitude climbing?Future stuilies are needed to
bring about new understanding and clariflcation within these areas.
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APPENDIX A
Vadim Vinokur Interview Guide

1.

Tell me about rock climbing.
2. What motivated you to start rock climbing?
3. Why did you become a professional climber?
4. What drives you to continue to be a professional climber?
5. What a.re some of your favorite moments in rock'climbing?
6. What are your least favorite moments in rock climbing?
7. Tell me about any times you been injured or had a bad fall.
8. How does climbing make you feel?
9. Tell me about competitions.
10. Tell me about climbing outdoors vs. indoors
11. Describe climbing a challenging climb outside vs. a competition climb.
12. What drives you to climb?
13. What do you look forward to in competition?
14. What do you look forward to in a non-competition climbing session?
15. What drives youto compete?
16. What were your top three motivating factors to start climbing? Explain each.
17. What are your top three motivating factors to climb now? Explain each.
18. Describe challenge in recreational rock climbing.
19. Describe challenge in competition climbing.
20. What do you enjoy about rock climbing competition?
21. Who inspires you? Why?
22.What inspires you? Why?
23. What is success? Give me an example.l
24. What do you attribute success to?
25. How do you define failure? Give me an example.
26.IVhat do you attribute failure to?
27. Describe challenge in training.
28. How do you motivate yourself to train?
29.Tell me about training.
30. How do you see yourself in the world of climbing?
31. What do you see as your main purpose?
32. What do you see in your rock climbing future?
33. Do you have any additional thoughts you would like to share about the past,
present, and future motivating factors for you in the sport of rock climbing?
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APPENDIX B
Climbing Partner/Ivlanager Interview Guide
How would Vadim answer the following questions:

1.

Tell me about rock climbing.
2. What motivated you to start rock climbing?
3. Why did you become a professional climber?
4. What drives you to continue to be a professional climber?
5. What are some of your favorite moments in rock climbing?
6. What are your least favorite moments in rock climbing?
7. Tell me about any times you been injured or had a bad fall.
8. How does climbing make you feel?
9. Tell me about competitions.
10. Tell me about climbing outdoors vs. indoors.
11. Describe climbing a challenging climb outside vs. a competition climb.
12. What drives you to climb?
13. What do you look forwdrd to in competition?
14. What do you look forward to in a non:competition climbing session?
15. What drives you to compete?
16. What were your top three motivating factors to start climbing? Explain each.
17. What are your top three motivating factors to climb now? Explain each.
18. Describe challenge in recreational rock climbing.
19. Describe challenge in competition climbing.
20. What do you enjoy about rock climbing cohpetition?
21. Who inspires you? Why?
22.What inspires you? Why?
23. What is success? Give me an example.
24. What do you attribute success to?
25. How do you define failure? Give me an example.
26.Whatdo you attribute failure to?
27. Describe challenge in training.
28. How do you motivate yourself to train?
29.Tell me about training.
30. How do you see yourself in the world of climbing?
31. What do you see as your main purpose?
32. What do you see ih your rock climbing future?
33. Do you have any additional thoughts you would like to share about the past,
present, and future motivating factors for you in the sport of rock climbing?
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APPENDIX C
Recruitment Statement-Professional Climber
Hello, my name is Joshua Lifrak. I am a graduate student in the Department of
Exercise and Sport Sciences at lthaca College in Ithac4 NY. I am researching the
motivations of professional rock climbers and would like to invite you to be the subject
of my graduate thesis study. This would entail answering several questions about
professional rocktlimbing during a 2-hour interview. I will tape record, transcribe, and
analyze the interview. I will also ask that you keep a journal throughout the competition
season. The information gained from your participation in this study will be used as
direct quotations. You will not be an anonymous subject. There will be no compensation
for your participation in this study.
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APPENDX D
Recruitment Statement- Climbing Partner/Manager
Hello, my name is Joshua Lifrak. I ani a graduate student in the Department of
Exercise and Sport Sciences at Ithaca College in Ithaca, NY. I am researching the
motivations of professional rock climbers. I would like to invite you to be a subject of,my
graduate thesis study. This would entail that you be willing to answer several questi5ns
about your climbing partner during a 2-hour interview period. I will tape record,
transcribe, and analyze the interview data. The information gained from your
participation in this study will be used as direct quotations. You will not be an
anonymous subject. There will be no compensation for your participation in this study.
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APPENDIX E

Info.11led cOnsent Fo■ 111(PrOfessional Climben

Plrpose of Studv― ―The purpose ofthe study is to gain an understanding ofthe
motivation ofAFne五 Ca's best professional competition rock climber.
2.

Beneflts ofstudy― ― This investigation will enhance the study bfmotivatiOn fOr
athletes,particularly those whose lives are at Hsk while they are partibipating in

their sport.This investigation lnay also help yOu to better undcrstand your own
motivations and the rneanings you deHve frollll rock climbing。
3.

̀

恥 at You Will Be Asked to D← You will be aSked tO ansWer sevcral・ questions
about prcifessional rock climbing over a 2‑houF inteⅣ iew periOd.I will tape
rccord,transcribe,and analyze the intcⅣ iew data.You w11l be asked to rё view thc
transc五 pts for accuracy.I will also ask you kOep ajoumalthroughoutthe

cOmpetitiOn scason.The total participatiOn tilne w11l be approxilnately 5 hours

over 2 months.
4.

Risks― ―
Participation in this study poses no additional五
you.This study poscs no professional risk tO you.

sk ofittury or harln tO

5.

If You Would Like More lnfo.11latiOn about the Study― Please feel fた e tO contact
the primary researcher,Joshua Lifrak,at 91■ 847‑1053.

6.

Withdrawal frorn thc Studv― You are free to wlthdraw froln the study at any time
without penaltyo You may omit answers to questiOns yOu feelllncomfo■ able
answering.

7.

How the Data will be Maintaincd in Con…

The tapcs and transcrlpts,of

theinterviewalongwithyollrjollmalentrieswillbesecllredbytheinvestigatorin
his ofacein Manhamn.The data repoied Jヒ om yourinteⅣ iew will appear as
direct quotations ttom the transcribed tcxt,in orderto emphasize a theme.You
宙1l not be an anon脚0■ S Suttect.

I have read the above and I understand its contents. I agree to participate in the study. I
acknowledge that I am l8 years of age or older. I give permission for my journal entries
to be examined and for the information gained through inquiry to be released.
Print or Type Name
Date

Signature

I give my permission to be audio taped.
Signaturc

I

Date

lTHACA COLLEGE LIBRARY
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APPENDIX F
Informed

C

onsent Form (Climbing Partner/Mana ger)

Study-The purpose of the study is to gain an understanding of the
motivation of America's best professional competition rock climber.

Purpose of

2.

Benefit's of Study-This investigation will enhance the study of motivation for
athletes, particularly those whose lives are at risk while they are participating in
their sport.'The investigation may also help to gain knowledge about of the
meaning of sport to the professional rock climber.

3.

What You Will Bb Asked to Do-You will be asked to honestly answer questions
about Vadim Vinokur and his motivation to rock climb as a professional. I will
tape record, transcribe , and analyze your interview. You will be asked to review
the transcripts for accuracy. The interview will take one hour. The total time of
participation will be approximately 5 hours over 2 months.

4.

Bigks-This study poses minimal risk of injury or harm. This study poses no
professional risk to you.

5. If You Would Like More lnformation abodt the Study-Please

feel free to contact

the primary researcher, Joshua Lifrak, at917-847-1053.

6.

Withdrawal from the Study-You are free to withdraw from the study at any time
without penhlty. You may omit answers to questions you feel uncomfortable
answering.

7.

How the Data will be Maintained in Confidence- The tapes and transcriptions
from lhe interview will be secured in the investigator's office in Manhattan. The
data reported from the interviews ivill appear only as major themes or direct
quotations from the transcribed text, in order to emphasize a theme.

.

I have read the above and I understand its contents. I agree to participate in the study. I
acknowledge that I am 18 years of age or older. I give permission for the informationI
gained through inqury to be released.
Print or Type Name
Date

Signature

I give my permission to be audio
Signature

taped.

Date
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APPENDIX G
Dataノ喘 alysis Flow Chart:Vadim Vinokllr hterview― Higher― Order

Significant
Statements
SS 37. I am the type

Lower Order

Meaning Units
ofguy who

SS 80. Sometimes you figure
out and its is clear.

SS I 17. I still don't feel
mastered.

into clear sailing. I pulled
myself together. I never

it

I have it

SS I 18. I don't feel I would be
ready to give up until I have

happened before where I
climbed that well. I really put
it together. I wish I could put
tr ruEtulcl IuulE ullclt. I wdlt
more consistency. A fighting
spirit some days it is there
some days it is not. Some
days you can pull it together.
Sometimes you figure it out
and it is clear. It just clicks
and makes sense.

mastered it.

Higher Order
Themel

Themes

-MU 12. I was trying to get

likes to see things through.

LOT 7. I still hive more to
explore. I haven't gone as far as
I can. I have not fulfilled my
potential. I am capable of a win
and I should win. The
opportunities are here. I have
not accomplished what I set out
to do.

LOT 10 Bchg abic tO control
all aspccts ofclimbing Putting
it all togcthcr Trying to gct intO
clcar salling Figuring it out and

SS 119. What drives me is
perfection.

did hard training l like being

people who don't give in and
always have to work hard.

SS

l2l.

it bccomcs clcar l aln a
pcrfcctionist l don't fecl l havc

MU 14 1 have to fecllike I

SS 120 1■ antto sec t ttЮ ugh

SS 122 1 wantto fecl at ulc cnd

SS 123. I want to feel that I am
done now and I have gotten it out
of my system.

scc thhgs through l suH dO nOt
have it mastered.

If

working hard having to
struggle and then pulling
through. I need to do a lot of
hard work. I do my work
because I know what it takes.
Train hard and you leam a lot
about yourself. I wanted to
feel that I was taking
something very seriously.

bottonl ofit

I

LOT ll Bcing success■

l is

MU 17 Hikcto bcin

I want to find my limit. I want
to scrape the bottom ofthe

complctc control Bcing ablc

banel.

to controi all ofthc aspccts of

climbing

SS 169. Being successfut is

working real hard and having to
struggle with it and then getting
through.

something seriously. I
still have more to
explore. I have not yet
finished what I started.
I like being totally
exhausted. I need to do
a lot of hard work.
Climbing makes people
better.

SS 164. You always have to work
hard:

SS 165. If it comes too easily,
something is wrong.

HOT5.Iama
perfectionist. I have not
reached my potential. I
have not mastered rock
climbing. I have not put
it all together yet. I still
have more to do. I want
to hnd my limit. I want
to be at the end. I am
the type ofperson that
likes to see things
through. I climb
because I want to feel

like I am taking
working hard.I wantto fecllikc
l arn takhg something sc■ ousiy

SS 141 1 wantto gctto dle

SS 142. I want to dig as deep as
can.

reached my potential l like to

it comes too easy, something
is wong. Being successful is

I am aperfectionist.

Thcme#5̀

MU 25. I am the type of guy
that likes to see things
through. I am a perfectionist.
I still do not have it mastered.
I don't feel I have reached
my potential. Failure is
feeling, I could have done
better.

LOT 14 1 wi■ always climb
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APPENDIX H

Vadim Vinokur lnterview Higher― Ordcr Themes
1.

Looks fbrward■ o challcngc.0,C Challengc is to ty to flnish a physically and
technically challenging route.Tries to get as high as hc cano T五
t(1,・

es to getto the

It iS you VerSus yOllrsel■ You have to do it yollrself My goalis tσ wln a

「Orld Cup compctition.Competitions are an oppomnity to see where l stack up
恥
agalnst the rest ofthe world.Tryng to compete atthe highestlevel.Trying to get
to thO topo Climbing is a s01itary thingo l wantto focus ontclimbing alonc
2.

lt becomes a chess gaFne.There are a lot OftⅥ 減sts and t― S which is good.I like
to ind my way.It is a place for preparation and analysis(inding my way)。
I
sta」 ied climbing bccause l was a kid and l was bored.

3.

You don't get a sebond chance.Carpe I)iemol can be good at climbing.I should
give it a shot.There is no tilne for excuses.Competitions fb..1l a deadline.I don't
take anything for granted.There is llothing that says this is the way it should be.

4.

Cliinbing is an ego trip:Itis a place to hang out with f五 ends.It is a social setting.

Itis a place l can have an impact.others watching me inspire me.It iS aplace I
can teach.I started climbing to be、 Ⅵth rny dad。

5。

I alln a pcrfectionist.I havc not reached my potentialo l have not rnastered rock
clilnbing.I havc not put it all together yet.I still haVe rnOrc tO doo l wantto flnd

my limit.I wantto be atthe endol am the type ofperson thatlikes to see things
through.I cliinb because l want to feel like l arn taking something se五

ously.I still

havc rn6re to explore.I have not yet flnished what l startcd.I like being tbtally

exhausted.I need to do a lot ofhard worko Climbing rnakes peoplё
6.

better.

Ie可 Oy being outdoors.Climbing is a way to colnmllmcate with the world.
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APPENDIX I
Climb-ing Partner/Manager Hi gher-Order Themes
I

.

Corurection with peers. Acceptance by peers. Respect of self and others based on
the culture of competition rock climbing.

2.

Becoming a better climber, perfecting his craft, accomplishing his goals,
measured against rest of the pro climbing world.

3.

He is drawn to challenge. He knows he is challenged when he is working hard,
this in tum helpi solidifr feelings of success, satisfaction, and accomplishment.
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APPENDIX J
Vadim Vinokur Journal Higher-Order Themes

1.

Climbing well, performing well in World Cup events, making it to the top,
moving easy and light, getting into the zone feels good, exciting, builds and
reinforces confidence and self-worth. Performing poorly, not climbing well, and
not completing climbs disavows feelings of confidence and self-worth.

2.

Climbing is about small refinement; learning to keep things simple, learning how
to blend both the body and mind for optimal performance, and taking away
lessons from experiences. (honing dkillg

.
3.

Effort and pulling through lends itself to good feelings.

4.

Working with others is nice aird provides a place to gain confidence.
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